Logan PTO & CAT Genset
A major harbor tug operator in the US had a need to up-grade
some of it’s old Detroit Diesel driven Gensets. This operator
has the hydraulic requirements for the boat and deck winches
provided by two hydraulic pumps mounted on the front of two
redundant Gensets. (This is an alternate solution to main engine
mounted hydraulic pumps and allows for the hydraulic systems
to be run at the dock and without the mains being operated.)
Detroit Diesel with Mechanical Clutch
In normal operation, one genset provided all of the ships power. The second
genset provided all of the ships hydraulic requirements. In an emergency
where additional electricity or additional hydraulic pump flow was required,
the second unit could be used to provide additional resources. In the event
of a failure, one genset could provide enough electricity and hydraulic flow
for the boat to still operate until the first unit could be repaired, keeping a
valuable piece of equipment operating and providing revenue. The clutch
allowed the pump not being used to be disengaged, doubling the life of the
pump and lowering the parasitic power draw from the genset engine.
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